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#>SA=8B5;P=0S 70?8A:0. 

 

'G51=0S 48AF8?;8=0 «�=>AB@0==O9 S7O: 2 ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=>9 45SB5;P=>AB8» >B=>A8BAS : 

>1I5<C 3C<0=8B0@=><C 8 A>F80;P=>-Q:>=><8G5A:><C F8:;C >A=>2=>9 ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=>9 

>1@07>20B5;P=>9 ?@>3@0<<O 8 S2;S5BAS >1S70B5;P=>9 4;S 87CG5=8S ABC45=B0<8 %#". $0745; 

A>AB>8B 87 G5BO@5E B5<, =0H54H8E >B@065=85 2 40==>< CG51=>-<5B>48G5A:>< ?>A>188 4;S 

?@0:B8G5A:8E 70=SB89 >1CG0RI8EAS - The history of building of cars, Means of transport, Motor car 

components, Engines. �0640S B5<0 A>AB>8B 87 ;5:A8G5A:8E 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:8E C?@06=5=89, 

B5:AB>2 8 480;>3>2, 0 B0:65 ?>A;5B5:AB>2OE C?@06=5=89. $01>B0 =04 S7O:>2O< <0B5@80;>< 

=0G8=05BAS A 22545=8S 8 70:@5?;5=8S ;5:A8:8, 0 4;S 55 0:B82870F88 ?@54;>65=O @07;8G=O5 

B8?O C?@06=5=89. � :>=F5 ?>A>18S ?@54;>65=O B01;8FO ?> @0AA<0B@8205<><C 

3@0<<0B8G5A:><C <0B5@80;C. � 40==><C ?>A>18R ?@8;0305BAS B5@<8=>;>38G5A:89 A;>20@P. 

� @57C;PB0B5 >A2>5=8S @0745;0 ABC45=BO 4>;6=O C<5BP: 

- >1I0BPAS (CAB=> 8 ?8AP<5==>) =0 8=>AB@0==>< S7O:5 =0 ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=CR B5<0B8:C;  

- ?5@52>48BP (A> A;>20@5<) 8=>AB@0==O5 B5:ABO AB@>8B5;P=>9 =0?@02;5==>AB8;  

- ?5@5A:070BP B5:AB, >?8@0SAP =0 ?;0= 8 8A?>;P7CS 22>4=O5 D@07O; 

- 2O45;8BP >A=>2=CR <OA;P B5:AB0 8 2OA:070BP 55 =0 0=3;89A:>< S7O:5; 

- 704020BP 2A5 284O 2>?@>A>2; 

- C?>B@51;SBP =C6=>5 3@0<<0B8G5A:>5 2@5<S 2 ?@54;>65=8SE; 

- @0AA:070BP > ;R1>< A>740B5;5 02B><>18;5AB@>5=8S; 

- @0AA:070BP > ?@58<CI5AB20E 8 =54>AB0B:0E @07;8G=OE 284>2 B@0=A?>@B0; 

- @0AA:070BP > A>2@5<5==OE A@54AB20E B@0=A?>@B0, 

-@0AA:070BP > @07;8G=OE 42830B5;SE. 

� @57C;PB0B5 >A2>5=8S @0745;0 ABC45=BO 4>;6=O 7=0BP: 

- ;5:A8G5A:89 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <8=8<C<, =5>1E>48<O9 4;S GB5=8S 8 ?5@52>40 (A> A;>20@5<) 

8=>AB@0==OE B5:AB>2 ?> 40==>9 A?5F80;P=>AB8 ; 

- 7=0G5=85 8 C<5AB=>ABP C?>B@51;5=8S @07;8G=OE 0=3;89A:8E 0DD8:A>2; 

- A;>6=O5 2@5<5=0 0=3;89A:>3> 3;03>;0 2 459AB28B5;P=>< 8 AB@040B5;P=>< 70;>35.  

�;S ?@>25@:8 ?>;CG5==OE 7=0=89 8 C<5=89 ?> :064>9 B5<5 ?@>2>48BAS :>=B@>;P=0S 

@01>B0, ?> B5<0< Motor cars components, Engined ABC45=BO 2O?>;=SRB 7040=8S ?> 

A0<>AB>SB5;P=>9 @01>B5 2 2845 4>:;04>2 8 ?@575=B0F89. 

 

!08<5=>20=85 B5< �>;-
2> 
G0A>2 

'A2>5==O5 :><?5B5=F88 

"A=>2=O5 :><?>=5=BO 8 <5E0=87<O 
02B><>18;S 

22 "� 01"� 02 ОК 03"� 04 "� 05 "� 
09 
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�2830B5;8 10 02 "� 03"� 04 "� 05 "� 06 "� 07 

�=AB@C<5=BO 8 <5@O 157>?0A=>AB8 ?@8 
?@>2545=88 @5<>=B=OE @01>B =0 
02B><>18;P=>< B@0=A?>@B5. 

6 "� 01"� 02 "� 03"� 04 "� 09 

"1>@C4>20=85 ?@8 >E@0=5 B@C40 =0 
B@0=A?>@B5. 

12 "� 01"� 02 "� 03"� 04 "� 08 "� 
09 

�=AB@C:F88 8 @C:>2>4AB20 ?@8 
8A?>;P7>20=88 ?@81>@>2 B5E=8G5A:>3> 
>1>@C4>20=8S 02B><>18;S 

18 "� 01"� 02 "� 03"� 04 "� 09 

 

 

 

 

#@0:B8G5A:0S @01>B0 1. «"A=>2=O5 :><?>=5=BO 8 <5E0=87<O 02B><>18;S». The main 

components and mechanisms of the car. 

 

Ц5?P: 87CG8BP ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 «"A=>2=O5 :><?>=5=BO 8 <5E0=87<O 02B><>18;S», 
?>2B>@8BP 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <0B5@80;. 
СB45D64A85 D45BFO: B5:ABO 4;S GB5=8S ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8S =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
З444A85: ?@>G8B0BP, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABO, 2O?8A0BP 8 2OCG8BP =>2O5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FO, 
2O?>;=8BP @S4 ?@54;>65==OE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 

 

1. �7CG8B5 ;5:A8G5A:89 <0B5@80; ?> B5<5: 
 

 

TYPES OF CARS 

 

vehicle ['vi:ikl] 3 B@0=A?>@B=>5 A@54AB2>  
automobile ['ɔtəməbi:l] 3 02B><>18;P ( AmEn)  

car ['kɑ:] 3 02B><>18;P, <0H8=0  
Estate |ɪˈsteɪt| C=825@A0;  
Convertible – :01@8>;5B 
Four wheel drive 3 02B><>18;P ?>2OH5==>9 ?@>E>48<>AB8 

Limousine – ;8<C78= 

Lorry – 3@C7>28: 
Pickup\ pickup truck 3 ?8:0? 

Saloon 3 A540= 

Racing car  - 3>=>G=O9 02B><>18;P  
Sports car – A?>@B82=O9 02B><>18;P  
Hatchback 3 EQBG1Q: 
 

Task 1. Match the following types of cars with the definition: 

 

Electric car 

Sports car 

A convertible 

Hatchback 

Limousine 

Estate 
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Salon 

 

 

1) a passenger car that can be driven with or without a roof in place.  

2) a large luxurious often chauffeur-driven sedan that usually has a glass partition separating the driver's seat from the 

passenger compartment.  

3) a car with a door across the full width at the back end that opens upwards to  

provide easy access for loading.  

4) a car having a closed body and a closed boot separated from the part in which the driver and passengers sit.  

5) a car with a long body, a door at the rear, and space behind the back seats.  

6) a low-built car designed for performance at high speeds,  

7) often having a roof that can be folded back  

 

Task 2 . Find cars which fit the descriptions.  

 

Which car(s)…  
1. has /have lots of room for passengers ?  

2. is/ are good for driving n bad roads ?  

3. is/ are not suitable for large families?  

4. is/ are perfect for hot, sunny weather?  

5. has/ have low fuel consumption?  

6. is/ are ideal for small parking spaces?  

7. has/ have only one passenger seat ?  

8. is / are good for transporting things?  

 

                                                   PARTS OF A CAR 

 

Bonnet\hood   – :0?>B 
Bumper – 10<?5@ 
Headlights – D0@O 

Wing mirror – 75@:0;> 
Exhaust pipe – 2OE;>?=0S B@C10 
Tyre – H8=0 
Wheel – :>;5A> 
Wind screen 3 ;>1>2>5 AB5:;> 
Wiper – AB5:;>>G8AB8B5;P 
Wing\fender – :@O;> 
Sunroof – ;R: 
Indicator – ?>2>@>B=8: 
 

 

Still – ?>@>3 
Wheel arch – :>;5A=0S 0@:0 
Wheel trim – :>;TA=O9 :>;?0: 
Ratrol cap – :@OH:0 15=7>10:0 
Lego – ;>3>B8? 
Door – 425@P 
Number plate – =><5@=>9 7=0: 
Rear bumper – 704=89 10<?5@ 
Rear window 3 704=55 AB5:;> 
Door handle – 425@=0S @CG:0 
Badge 3 7=0G>: 
Side window 3 1>:>2>5 AB5:;> 
Aerial - 0=B5==0  

 

Task 3. Complete the sentences  

 

1. Put you suitcase into the &.  
3. You use &&. to remove water or snow from the windscreen.  
4. Switch the &..on when it8s getting dark.  
5. This is the front part of a car which covers the engine&&  
6. This is a pipe at the back of a car through which waste gas releases.  
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7. There are four of them in a car&&  
8. This is a part of a roof that can be opened&&..  
9. This is the window in front of a car&&&  
10. These are the lights on a car that show in which direction it is turning.  

11.This is an official sign on the front and back of the car with numbers and letters. 

 

Parts of a car. The Interior. 

Accelerator 3 ?540;P 3070  
Sun visor- A>;=570I8B=O9 :>7O@5:  
Air vent- 25=B8;SB>@  
Steering wheel- @C;P  
Airbag- ?>4CH:0 157>?0A=>AB8  
Seat belt- @5<5=P 157>?0A=>AB8  
Brake pedal- ?540;P B>@<>70  
Rear-view mirror- 75@:0;> 704. 2840  
Car seat- A845=P5  
Ignition- 706830=85  
Clutch pedal- AF5?;5=85  
Hands-free telephone- 15A?@>2>4=0S 30@=8BC@0 
Cup holder- ?>4AB0:0==8:  
Handbrake - @CG=>9 B>@<>7  
Dashboard - ?@81>@=0S ?0=5;P  
Glove compartment- 10@40G>:  
Door handle- 425@=0S @CG:0  
Gearstick - @OG03 :>@>1:8 ?5@540G  
Door tray - 425@=>9 :0@<0=  
Horn- 3C4>: 
 

Task 4.Complete the sentences.  

 

1. This is the object in a car that makes a loud warning noise.  

2. Look into the && when you want to see what is behind you.  

3. A wheel that you turn to control the car.  

4. The pedal you press to change gear or shift  

5.The pedal you press with your foot to make the car move faster  

6.The pedal you press to stop the car  

7. In the event of a collision, the&& stops the driver of the car from hitting his or her chest on the 
steering wheel.  

8. The part of a car that contains some of the controls used for driving and the devices for measuring 

speed and distance.  

9. Remember to fasten your && &. in the back too.  
10. A … ….. is a component of an automobile located on the interior just above the windshield. 

 

Task 5: 

engine oil pressure gauge ● rev counter ● coolant temperature gauge ● fuel gauge ● speedometer 
● voltmeter  
 

Which instrument:  

1) shows you how the fast car is travelling ?  

2) warns you if the engine lubrication system gets too hot ?  

3) shows that you are indicating to turn left or right ?  

4) shows you how often the engine is turning over ?  

5) shows you how much petrol you have in the tank ?  
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6) indicates the voltage of the car8s electrical system?  
 

Task 6. Read and translate the text  

 

The dashboard is also called dash or instrument panel. It is a control panel placed in front of the 

driver, housing instrumentation and controls for operation of the vehicle.  

On the dashboard we can find the steering wheel and the instrument cluster.  

The instrument cluster contains gauges such as a revcounter, a speedometer , an odometer and fuel 

gauge. There are also indicators such as gearshift position, seat belt warning light, parking-brake-

engagement warning light and an engine-malfunction light. The indicators for low fuel, low oil 

pressure, low tire pressure and faults in the airbag (SRS) system are also placed there. Some vechicles 

also have systems like heating and ventilation controls and vents, lighting controls, audio equipment 

and automotive navigation systems also included on the dashboard, different styles and different 

designs.  

On the most modern cars, the top of a dashboard contain vents for the heating and air conditioning 

system which can be switched in any direction you need, towards the passanger8s set or to the ceiling. 
There are also speakers for an audio system or surround system.  

A glove compartment is commonly located on the passenger's side. There may also be an ashtray and a 

cigarette lighter which can provide a power outlet for other low-voltage appliances.  

 

Answer the following questions:  
1. Where is situated the gearstick?  

2. What are the 6 hazard lights6?  
3. When do we use the satellite navigation system (GPS)?  

4. What is the rev counter?  

 

jack 3 4><:@0B  
parking brake 3 ?0@:. B>@<>7  
tighten- 70BS3820BP  
hub cap 3 :>;5A=O9 :>;?0:  
lug nut 3 309:8  

spare tire 3 70?0A=>5 :>;5A>  
loosen 3 >A;018BP  
lift - ?>4=8<0BP  
 

Task 7. Put these steps for changing a tire in the right order.  

 

a) Lower the car to the ground fully and remove the jack.  

b) Apply the parking brake and put car into "Park" position.  

c) Tighten the nuts by your hand and the wrench.  

d) Lower the car using the jack.  

e) Place the jack under the frame near the tire that is going to be changed.  

f) Remove the hub cap and loosen the nuts by turning them counterclockwise with a wrench.  

g) Find a flat, stable and safe place to change your tire.  

h) Pump or crank the jack to lift the tire off the ground.  

i) Raise the jack until it lifts and supports the car  

j) Remove the tire and place the flat tire under the vehicle as a safety precaution.  

k) Place the spare tire on the hub properly and put on the lug nuts.  

l) Tighten the nuts as much as possible.  

m) Finish tightening the nuts and replace the hubcap.  

n) Put the old tire in your trunk and take it  

o) Remove the nuts completely.  

p) Place a heavy object such as rock, concrete, spare wheel in front of the front and back tires.  
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 

                

 

Task 8. Match the words (1-5) with definitions (A-E).  

 

1- Jack  

2- Wrench  

3- Spare tire  

4- Tighten  

5- Nut  

A- a metal cap used to attach a wheel to a car  

B- a car device for raising heavy objects off the ground especially vehicles like cars and trucks  

C- to turn something so that it moves closer to another object  

D- also known as a spanner, a tool for holding and turning objects  

E- an extra tire kept for emergencies  

 

                                    

 

                                                     MOTOR CARS COMPONENTS 

 

Task 1. Read and translate the text, try to focus on its essential facts and choose the most suitable 

heading given below for each paragraph.  

   

1) Engine 

2) Suspension System 

3) Integral Chassis Frame and Body 

4) Motor Car Components 

5) Transmission and Drive Lines 

 

                                       Motor Car Structure 

A structure of vehicle has to fulfil a number of requirements. The prime purpose of the vehicle 

structure is to provide a location for all the necessary vehicle systems and components. The purpose of 

the vehicle will also dictate the size and weight of the vehicle systems and components and therefore 

the structure will be designed accordingly. The main structural components of a motor car are engine, 

chassis and body. Chassis embraces transmission (clutch, gear-box, propeller shaft, main shaft, 

differentials, final drive shafts or half-shafts), drive lines (frame, front and rear axles, suspension and 

wheels) and steering systems (wheel steering and brake steering). 

The usual source of power for a motor car is an internal combustion engine. A petrol (gasoline) engine 

has traditionally been the most popular for light passenger vehicles. The engine is heavy vehicles is 

usually a large capacity diesel, the main requirements for which are an ability to produce high levels of 

pulling power, reliability, and low fuel consumption. 

The power of the engine is transmitted through the transmission and drive lines to the drive wheels. For 

the rear-wheel drive (RWD) layout, the rear wheels act as the driving wheels. Spacing out the main 

components in this layout makes each unit accessible but a drawback is the intrusion of the 

transmission components into the passenger compartment. The compactness of the front-wheel drive 

(FWD) layout has made it very popular on modern cars, especially on small cars. The arrangement of 

four-wheel drive (4WD) is safer because it distributes the drive to all four wheels and during 

acceleration it reduces the risks of wheel spin. 

The suspension system involving springs, shock absorbers and linkagesserves a dual purpose: 

contributing to the vehicle8s handling for good active safety and driving pleasure, and keeping vehicles 
occupants comfortable and reasonably well isolated from road bumps, vibrations, etc. 
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 Most modern cars are built an integral chassis frame and body. This frameless or integral arrangement 

provides a stiff light construction to the motor car, which is particularly suitable for mass-produced 

vehicles. A suitable designed body shell canwithstand various frame stresses. A lightweight unitary 

construction contains relatively light vehicle systems and components and provides sufficient space for 

a driver and passengers. 

  

 

Task 2.  Agree or disagree with the following statements. 

 

1. To provide a location for all the necessary vehicle systems and components is the prime purpose 

of the vehicle structure. __________________________________ 

2. The usual source of power for a motor car is a diesel. ___________________ 

3. The front wheel drive layout is rather compact.  _______________________ 

4. Most of the modern cars are designed with an integral chassis frame and body. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

5. A small passenger vehicle with a light unitary construction doesn8t provide sufficient space for 
a driver and passengers. _______________________________ 

 

Task 3. Translate the following words. 

 

1 engine  21 gearbox  

2 chassis  22 propeller shaft  

3 body  23 drive shafts  

4 petrol (gasoline) 

engine 

 24 half-shafts  

5 capacity  25 front and rear 

axles 

 

6 pulling power  26 suspension  

7 reliability  27 layout  

8 low fuel 

consumption 

 28 rear-wheel drive  

9 transmission  29 front-wheel 

drive 

 

10 drive lines  30 four-wheel drive  

11 steering systems  31 accessible  

12 clutch  32 to intrude  

13 to distribute  33 shock absorbers  

14 To reduce wheel 

spin 

 34 linkages  

15 springs  35 wheel steering  

16 vehicle8s 
handling 

 36 brake steering  

17 to isolate  37 integral chassis  
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frame and body 

18 stiff  38 suitable  

19 to withstand  39 unitary  

20 to locate  40 sufficient  

Task 4. Match the adjectives in column A with the nouns in column B to form meaningful phrases and 

then identify them at the sentence level in the text.. 

           A                                       B 

1 dual a space 

2 necessary b source 

3 unitary c systems 

4 sufficient  d vehicles 

5 structural e components 

6 usual f purpose 

7 heavy g wheels 

8 high h arrangement 

9 rear i levels 

10 integral j construction 

 

Task 5.Decide which of the verbs on the left collocate with the nouns on the right and then identify the 

word combinations at the sentence level in the text. 

1 to fulfill a drive 

2 to provide b risks 

3 to transmit c requirements 

4 to distribute d structure 

5 to reduce e systems and components 

6 to withstand f location 

7 to design g vehicle 

8 to locate h power 

9 to serve i stresses 

10 to handle j purpose 

 

 

Task 6. Try to enrich your vocabulary: 

 

a) Find words in the text which have the same meanings as the following words: 

 

To perform, some, most important, aim, to construct, integral, enough, major, parts, motor, big, 

disadvantage, embrace, different; 

 

b) Find words in the text whose meanings are opposite to the meanings of the following words: 

 

External, heavy, low, passive, old, frameless, unsuitable, unusual; 
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c) Replace the words in italics with the words with similar meanings: 

 

1. A structure of a vehicle should perform some requirements. 2. This vehicle provides enough 

space for a driver and passengers. 3. The major structural parts of a motor car are engine, 

chassis,, and body. 4. The rear-wheel drive has a disadvantage. 5. The integral chassis frame 

and body can withstand different frame stresses. 

 

Task 7.  Complete the sentences : change the word in capitals at the end of each sentence to form a word that 

fits suitably in the blank space..   

1. The frameless arrangement is &.. for mass-produced vehicles SUIT. 

2. The unitary structure has sufficient space for a &. and passengers DRIVE.  
3. In the rear-wheel drive layout each unit is &.. ACCESS. 

4. The suspension system involves shock &.. ABSORB. 
5. This integral &. Provides a stiff light construction to the motor car ARRANGE. 

 

Task 8. Insert the words at the sentence level: fill in the blanks with the missing words (the first word 

of each word is given). 

 

1. This car provides s& space for vehicle8s occupants. 2. Besides p& shaft, transmission 
embraces m& shaft and half-shafts. 3. S&. is a component of the drive lines. 4. Steering 
system embraces w&. steering and b&. steering. 5. One of the requirements for the engine is 

low f&. c&. . 6. The most popular engine for light passenger vehicles is a p&. engine.7. The 
s&& system involves springs, shock absorbers, etc. 8. The passengers are isolated from road 

b&. . 9. This body shell can w&& frame stresses. 10. This frameless arrangement is rather 
s&& . 
 

 

Task 9. Fill in the blanks to streamline the use of the Present Simple and Present Perfect. The words in 

brackets are given to help you . 

 

1. The operation &. usually &. By this structure (to fulfill). 2. The engineer &.. already &. the 
components (to arrange). 3. As a rule, the engine &. high levels of pulling power ( to produce). 
4. This suspension system always &.. vehicles occupants comfortable (to keep). 5. Lately, most 
cars &. With integral chassis frame and body (to build). 

 

Task 10.  Make up sentences according to the models to practice the use of tenses. 

 

Model A: �4> CD46<?B BA4 D45BF49F 6 BH<E9. 
                 As a rule, they work in the office. 

 

1. �0: ?@028;>, <O 2O?>;=S5< <=>3> 7040=89. 2. !07=0G5=85 B@0=A?>@B=>3> A@54AB20 >1OG=> 
>?@545;S5B 53> @07<5@ 8 25A. 3. !51>;PH>5 ?0AA068@A:>5 B@0=A?>@B=>5 A@54AB2> >1OG=> 
8A?>;P7C5B ;53:89 =5ACI89 :C7>2. 4. ,0AA8 2:;RG05B B@0=A<8AA8R, E>4>2CR G0ABP 8 A8AB5<O 
C?@02;5=8S. 5. 'AB@>9AB2> ?>;=>3> ?@82>40 A=8605B @8A: 1C:A>20=8S :>;5A. 
 

Model B: �97><9 A9EGM<9 >G;B64 <ECB?P;GNFEO 6 A95B?PL<I 46FB@B5<?OI. 
                 Lightweight unitary constructions are used in small passenger vehicles. 

 

1. �A5 A8AB5<O 8 :><?>=5=BO 02B><>18;S @07<5I0RBAS 2 =5ACI5< :C7>25. 2. #@C68=O, 
0<>@B870B>@O 8 =0?@02;SRI89 0??0@0B 2E>4SB 2 A8AB5<C ?>425A:8. 3. �>;PH8=AB2> 
A>2@5<5==OE 02B><>18;59 ?@>5:B8@CRBAS A =5ACI8< :C7>2><. 4. $8A: 1C:A>20=8S :>;5A 
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C<5=PH05BAS ?@8 =0;8G88 CAB@>9AB20 ?>;=>3> ?@82>40. 5. �OA>:85 BS3>2O5 ?>:070B5;8 
>15A?5G820RBAS <>I=O<8 4875;P=O<8 42830B5;S<8. 

 

Task 11. Translate the text into English. Mind the words and phrases given. 

 

To be fitted 3 1OBP >A=0I5==O<; 

Sidelights 3 3010@8B=O5 D>=0@8; 
Headlights 3 D0@O; 

Poor visibility 3 ?;>E0S 2848<>ABP; 
To turn 3 ?>2>@0G820BP; 
Windscreen wipers and washers 3 AB5:;>>G8AB8B5;8; 
Horns 3 A83=0;O; 
Central locking 3 F5=B@0;87>20==>5 70:@O20=85 425@59; 
To achieve 3 4>AB830BP; 
Acceptable emission level 3 B@51C5<O9 C@>25=P 2OE;>?=OE 307>2. 
 

The motor car electrical /electronic equipment 

 

A modern motor car has a considerable number of electrical and electronic systems. It is a fitted  with 

certain lights, sidelights and headlights to be used in darkness and in poor visibility. Indicators, or 

flashers, are used to inform others of the direction in which a motor car is turning. Brake lights are 

required during the application of the brakes. There are a lot of other items which are operated 

electrically, such as windscreen wipers and washers, horns, heaters, audio systems, conditioning systems, 

central locking, etc. 

The modern motor vehicle uses electronically controlled systems to operate many of the electrical items 

which were once controlled by simple on\off switches. Lately, electronically controlled engine systems 

have become common to achieve good performance and acceptable emission levels. 

To operate the motor car electrical and electronic equipment electrical power is needed. It comes from a 

generator which is driven from the engine. Since certain items may be needed when engine is not 

running, a battery or accumulator is fitted. The battery is charged by the generator when the engine is 

running. 

 

Task 12. Agree or disagree with the following statements and add some more information if needed. 

 

1.A motor car uses side lights and headlights only in darkness. 2 Brake lights are not required during the 

application of the brakes. 3. Windscreen wipers and washers are operated electrically. 4. Modern cars use 

electronically controlled systems to achieve acceptable emission levels. 5. A motor car is fitted with an 

accumulator. 

 

Task 13. Divide the following words or phrases into five groups, those which describe or belong to a) engine; b 

transmission; c) drive lines; d) steering system; e) body. 

 

Rear axle, capacity, clutch, pulling power, propeller shaft, wheels, springs, suspension, shock absorber, 

half-shafts, integral arrangement, gearbox, differentials, linkages, stiff light construction, main shaft, 

frame, front axles, wheel steering, diesel, brake steering, internal combustion, petrol, fuel consumption, 

gasoline, rear-wheel drive.  

 

Task 14.  Match each word with its correct definition 

 

Clutch, gearbox, axle, suspension, transmission 

 

1. The part of the vehicle that takes power from engine to the wheels.  

2. A metal box that contains the gears of the vehicle. 

3. A piece of equipment in a vehicle that you press with your foot when you change gear. 

4. The equipment that makes a vehicle move smoothly when it goes over bumps on the ground. 
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5. A metal bar that connects a pair of wheels on acar or other vehicle. 

                    

Task 15. Read the sentences, point out the Subjunctive Mood, the modal verbs and their equivalents. Give the 

Russian equivalents. 

 

1.They have to provide the necessary tools.  2. This structure should to fulfil a number of requirements. 3. The 

structure must contain all the systems and components. 4. They are able to arrange all the components. 5. The 

suspension system is to keep the vehicle occupants comfortable. 6. Being rather stiff the frameless or integral 

arrangement can withstand various frame stresses. 7. The four-wheel drive is to reduce the risks 8. I wish we 

were isolated from road bumps of wheel spin.9. It would be desirable to install a diesel in this vehicle. 10. The 

front-wheel drive is designed to be rather compact.  

 

Task 16. Make up your own sentences according to the models. 

 

Model A:  He can drive this motor car.      He must drive this motor car. 

                  He is able to drive this motor car.    He has to drive this motor car. 

 

1 He can arrange these components.  2. He can provide the proper model design. 3. He must 

provide the proper model design. 4. The four-wheel drive arrangement must distribute the drive 

to all four wheels. 5. She must handle the vehicle very carefully. 

 

Model B:  This motor car hasn’t a petrol engine. 
                 I wish this car had a petrol engine. 

 

1. This vehicle hasn8t a diesel. 2. This car hasn8t sufficient space for a driver and passengers. 3. 

This motor car hasn8t a four-wheel drive layout. 4. This automobile hasn8t a good suspension 
system. 5. This vehicle hasn8t a stiff light construction. 

 

Task 17.  Ask questions and use the words in Italics in your answers. The words in brackets will 

help you. 

 

1. A motor car contains the following components: engine, chassis,, and body (what 

components). 2. The power of the engine is transmitted through the transmission and drive 

lines to the wheels (how). 3. The usual source of power for a motor car is internal combustion 

engine (what). 4. A large capacity diesel should fulfil the following requirements: an ability to 

produce high levels of pulling power, reliability, and low fuel consumption (what 

requirements). 5. Spacing out the main components in the rear-wheel drive layout makes each 

unit accessible (what). 

 

Task 18. Translate the following sentences from Russian into English. 

 

1. �;02=O5 AB@C:BC@=O5 :><?>=5=BO 02B><>18;S: 42830B5;P, H0AA8 8 :C7>2. 
2. �AB>G=8: Q=5@388 4;S 02B><>18;S 3 42830B5;P 2=CB@5==53> A3>@0=8S.  
3. ,0AA8 A>AB>8B 87 B@0=A<8AA88, E>4>2>9 G0AB8 8 A8AB5<O C?@02;5=8S. 
4. &@0=A<8AA8S 2:;RG05B AF5?;5=85, :>@>1:C ?5@540G, :0@40==CR ?5@540GC, 3;02=CR 
?5@540GC 8 ?@82>4=O5 20;O 8;8 ?>;C>A8. 

5. )>4>20S G0ABP 2<5I05B @0<C, ?5@54=89 8 704=89 <>ABO, ?>425A:C, :>;5A0. 
6. -=5@38S 42830B5;S ?5@5405BAS G5@57 B@0=A<8AA8R 8 E>4>2CR G0ABP : 254CI8< :>;5A0<. 
7. %8AB5<O C?@02;5=8S A>AB>SB 87 @C;52>3> C?@02;5=8S 8 B>@<>7=>9 A8AB5<O. 
8. �>;PH8=AB2> A>2@5<5==OE 02B><>18;59 A:>=AB@C8@>20=O A =5ACI8< :C7>2><.  

 

Task 19. Make a summary of the text using the following phrases: 

 

1. The title of the text is&.. 
2. The text is about &.. The text deals with&.. 
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3. The text covers such points as&..first&.second&..third&.. 
4. It should be underlined that&& 

5. In conclusion, I may say that &.. 
6. To my mind&. In my opinion&.. 

 

                                         Types of motor car body 

 

The main purpose of a motor car body is to provide comfortable accommodation for a driver and 

passengers. With the introduction of unitary constructions, the body has become the main structure 

onto which all other vehicle elements are attached. Therefore, the body is both a load-bearing structure 

and a comfortable location for the occupants. One can distinguish between some body types of a motor 

car, such as saloon, estate, hatchback, coupe, convertible, etc. 

Saloon is a fully enclosed body with either two or four passenger doors. The common shape of the 

saloon body is based on three 5boxes6: the front box forms the engine compartment, the centre section 

is the container for the occupants and the rear box is a storage space, called a boot (trunk) for the 

luggage. 

Estate (station wagon) has the roofline extended to the rear of the body to enlarge floor area for the 

carriage of luggage or goods. The rear door enables bulky or long objects to be loaded easily. Stronger 

suspension springs are fitted in the rear to support the extra load. 

The hatchback design is usually based on a saloon body but with the boot or trunk area blended into the 

centre section of the body therefore the hatchback is halfway between a saloon and an estate car. 

Coupe is usually two-door type intended for two people: a driver and one passenger. Some coupe 

models are designed 72+28 but the back area is more suitable for children or for occasional adult use. 

Convertible, also called cabriolet or drop-head-coupe, can be changed into an open car by either 

removing a rigid roof or lowering a collapsible fabric roof.  

The majority of mass-produced cars have a pressed steel body, although aluminium bodies are being 

used increasingly due to their lighter weight. Another common practice is to mould body panels from 

GRP (glass-reinforced plastics, often referred to as fiberglass). Other materials are also now used, such 

as carbon fibre, to produce body panels and structures. 
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#@0:B8G5A:0S @01>B0 2. «�2830B5;8». Engines. 

 

Ц5?P: 87CG8BP ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 «�2830B5;8», ?>2B>@8BP 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <0B5@80;. 
СB45D64A85 D45BFO: B5:ABO 4;S GB5=8S ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8S =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
З444A85: ?@>G8B0BP, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABO, 2O?8A0BP 8 2OCG8BP =>2O5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FO, 
2O?>;=8BP @S4 ?@54;>65==OE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 

 

1. �7CG8B5 ;5:A8G5A:89 <0B5@80; ?> B5<5: 
 

 

ENGINES 

 

Task 1. Read and translate the text, try to focus on its essential facts and choode the most suitable 

heading given below for each paragraph. 

 

1) Engine Classification According to the Types of Ignition, Engine Cycle, Valve Location, 

Cooling 

2) Reciprocating Engines 

3) Identification of a Given Engine 

4) Rotary Engines 

5) Spark-Ignition Engines 

6) Invention and Development of the internal Combustion Engine 

7) Compression-Ignition Engines 

8) Different Kinds of Fuel Used in Engines 

 

An Internal Combustion Engine 

An internal combustion (IC) engine is an engine in which combustion of the fuel takes place in a 

confined space, so that expanding  gases provide mechanical power and produce motion. The invention 

and development of the internal combustion engine in the 19
th

 century had a profound impact on human 

life. The first commercially successful internal combustion engine was created by a Frenchman, 

Etienne Lenoir in 1860. It ran on coal gas, but worked on a cycle of operations, which did not include 

compression of the gas before ignition: as a result, it was not very efficient. Although various forms of 

internal combustion engines had been developed before the 19
th

 century, their widespread adoption in a 

variety of applications began with the commercial drilling and production of petroleum. Generally 

using fossil fuel (mainly petroleum), these engines appeared in almost all vehicles in the late 19
th

 

century. The most significant distinction  between modern internal combustion engines and the early 

designs is the use of compression and, in particular, in cylinder compression. 

Modern internal combustion engines can be classified in a number of different ways. According to the 

type of ignition, they can be divided into spark-ignition (SI) and compression-ignition (CI) engines. 

Depending on the engine cycle, they are four-stroke cycle and two-stroke cycle ones. A four-stroke 

cycle engine has four piston movements over two engine revolutions for each cycle. A two-stroke cycle 

engine has two piston movements over the revolution for each cycle. In accordance with the valve 

location, the internal combustion engines are called  I-head engines if valves are in head  (overhead 
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valve), and L-head engines if valves are in block (flat head). According to the type of cooling, engines 

can be classified as air-cooled engines and liquid-cooled engines (water-cooled engines). 

Basic design devides engines into reciprocating and rotary ones. A reciprocating engine has one or 

more cylinders in which pistons reciprocate back and forth. The combustion chamber is located in the 

closed end of each cylinder. Power is delivered to a rotating output crankshaft by mechanical linkage 

with the pistons. Reciprocating engines are classified on the base of position and number of cylinders. 

These are single-cylinder engine, in-line engine, V-type engine, opposed-piston engine, and radial 

engine. A single-cylinder engine has one cylinder and piston connected  to the crankshaft. In-line 

engine cylinders are positioned in a straight line, one behind the other along the length of the 

crankshaft. In V-type engine, two banks of cylinders are at an angle with each other along a single 

crankshaft. In V-type engine, two banks of ccylinders are at an angle with each other along a single 

crankshaft, allowing for a shorter engine block. Opposed-cylinder engine has two banks of cylinsers 

opposite to each other on a single crankshaft. These engines are often called flat engines. Engines of 

two different cylinder arrangements have been classified as W-type engines in the technical literature. 

An opposed-piston engine has two pistons in each cylinder with the combustion chamber in the centre 

between the pistons.  Radial engines are engines with pistons positioned in a circular plane around a 

circular crankshaft. The connecting rods of the pistons are connected  to a master rod, which in turn, is 

connected to the crankshaft. 

A rotary engine ids made of a large non-concentric rotor with a built-in gearwheel, moving around a 

stationary block (stator). The moving combustion chambers are formed by the corners of the rotor 

sliding against the inner surface of the non-rotating block (housing). A number of experimental engines 

have been tested using this concept, but the only design that has ever become common in an 

automobile is the Wankel engine which has one, two, and three rotors. 

By method of fuel input, spark-ignition engines are divided into four types: carbureted engines in 

which air and fuel are mixed to facilitate the combustion process; multipoint port fuel injection engines 

in which one or more injections at each cylinder intake; throttle body fuel injection engines in which 

injectors upstream in intake manifold; gasoline direct injection engines in which injectors are mounted 

in combustion chambers with injection directly into cylinders. 

By method of fuel input, compression-ignition engines are divided into three types: direct injection 

engines in which fuel is injected into the main combustion chamber; indirect injection engines in which 

fuel is injected into the secondary combustion chamber; homogeneous charge compression ignition 

engines in which well-mixed fuel and oxidizer (typically, air) are  compressed to the point of auto-

ignition. 

Besides, different kinds of fuel are used in engines: diesel oil, motor oil, naphta; kerosene or benzol-oil 

mixtures; gas, natural gas methane; alcohol ethyl, methyl; dual fuel. There are several engines that use 

a combination of two or more fuels. 

Several or all of these classifications can be used at the same time to identify a given engine. Thus, a 

modern engine might be called a reciprocating, spark-ignition, four-stroke cycle, I-head, water-cooled, 

gasoline, multipoint port fuel injection automobile engine. 

 

Task 2. Agree or disagree with the following statements. 

 

1. The first commercially successful internal combustion engine was very efficient.  

2. The most significant distinction between modern internal combustion engines and the early 

designs is the use of compression and, in particular, in-cylinder compression. 

3. Depending on the engine cycle, engines are four-stroke cycle and five-stroke cycle ones. 

4. In accordance with the valve location, the internal combustion engines are called I-head engines 

if valves are in head (overhead valve), and L-head engines if valves are in block (flat head). 

5. Radial engines are often called flat engines. 

 

Task 3. Read, transcribe and translate the international words, mind the stress.  

 

Mechanical  ______________________                          

gas  _____________________                  

commercial  ________________________           
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compression _________________________               

transport __________________________                  

automobile  ______________________                          

mixture ___________________________   

modern____________________________ 

cylinder____________________________ 

technical____________________________ 

petroleum___________________________ 

location_____________________________ 

cycle_______________________________ 

engineering____________________________ 

concept________________________________ 

injection________________________________ 

method__________________________________                     

 

Task 4.  Analyze  the following words with different suffixes and divide them into two groups – nouns and 

adjectives.  

 

Internal, combustion, development, successful, efficient, commercial, mixture, different, ignition, 

distinction, mechanical, injector, classification, motion, invention, operation, compression, production, 

application, significant, different. 

 

Task 5. Divide the following terms into two groups, those which belong to a) spark-ignition engines; b) 

compression-ignition engines.  

 

Gasoline direct injection engines, homogeneous charge compression-ignition engines, 

multipoint port fuel injection engines, throttle body fuel injection engines, indirect injection 

engines, carbureted engines, direct injection engines. 

 

Task 6. Match each word with its correct definition.  

 

                     Rotary engine, radial engine, in-line engine, W-type engine 

1. This engine is made of a block (stator) built around a large non-concentric rotor and crankshaft. 

2. Cylinders are positioned in a straight line, one behind the other along the length of the 

crankshaft in this engine. 

3. Pistons are positioned in a circular plane around a circular crankshaft in this engine. 

4. Air and fuel are mixed to facilitate the combustion process in this engine. 

5. This is an engine of two different cylinder arrangements. 

 

Task 7. Read and translate the text. 

 

Petrol cars and electrical cars. 

 

People have been using cars for ages. Nowadays, the main competition seems to be between petrol cars 

and electric cars. The main difference between these two cars is the technology that powers the cars to 

run. Petrol driven cars are built using internal combustion engines that use petrol as fuel, whereas electric 

cars run on battery power that is recharged. 

A petrol combustion engine works on the principle of combustion, or the mixing of fuel with air to 

release gasses that cause the vehicle parts to move. The heat energy produced inside the engine is 

transmitted to propel the outside mechanical parts. These parts transmit the movement across the chassis 

to finally move the wheels accordingly. Petrol cars used to be fitted with carburetors and now use fuel 

injection systems. An electric car is fitted with batteries that rechargeable. The batteries are placed across 

the entire system in a balanced way to manage equivalent weight dispersion and are connected with 

cables. These batteries power the mechanical parts to move. 
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Both petrol and electric technologies work on different principles. However, certain important 

comparisons can be made in terms of the rate of conversion between a petrol engine and electric batteries 

which shows higher efficiency in the case of electric batteries. Moreover, the petrol combustion process 

produces a lot of smoke and dust, while electric batteries do not produce such pollutants. The energy 

transmission is better in electric battery driven vehicles when compared with petrol vehicles resulting 

lesser wastage and transmission loss. 

Electric battery car technology is still being developed by the engineers. Though people argue in favour 

or against electric cars, the emerging situation demands to move away from petrol cars. More and more 

research and process improvements should be done to bring advancements in the technology. It can help 

people to save the environment from pollution. 

 

Task 8. Find the equivalents  of these words in the text. 

 

1. #@82>48BP 2 42865=85 2=5H=85 <5E0=8G5A:85 G0AB8 

____________________________________________________________ 

2. 2AS A8AB5<0 _____________________________________ 

3. @0A?@545;5=85 25A0 ___________________________________________ 

4. 703@S7=SRI55 25I5AB2> ____________________________________________ 

5. 2OA:07O20BP 0@3C<5=BO 70 8 ?@>B82 
_____________________________________________________________ 

6. 87=>A ________________________________________ 

7. 42830B5;8 2=CB@5==53> A3>@0=8S 
_________________________________________________________ 

8. 15=78=>2O9 42830B5;P ___________________________________________ 

9. A8AB5<O B>?;82=>3> 706830=8S __________________________________________ 

10. ?@>F5AA 15=78=>2>3> A3>@0=8S 
______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Task 9. Agree or disagree with the following statements . 

 

1. Petrol cars are better than electric cars. 

2. Both the petrol and electric technologies work on the same principles. 

3. The petrol combustion process produces a lot of smoke and dust, while electric batteries do not 

produce such pollutants. 

4. Petrol cars should be completely replaced with electric cars. 

5. Petrol cars have more disadvantages in comparision with electric cars/ 

 

Task 10. Fill in the table. 

 

Noun Verb 

conversion  

 to produce 

transmission  

 to develop 

movement  

 to connect 

connection  

 to expand 

exploration  

 to combine 

 

Task 11. Tick () the sentences which are true. 
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1 Different internal-combustion engines are created by engineers.  

2 A petrol engine has traditionally been used in light passenger vehicles. 

 

 

3 The power of engine is being transmitted through transmission and drive lines to the 

drive wheels. 

 

4 Most modern cars are built with the integral chassis frame and body.  

5 The internal-combustion engines are used in automobiles, locomotives, marines, 

aircrafts, and others. 

 

 

 

Task 12. Make up your own sentences with the Passive Voice according to the model. 

 

Model: In the 19
th

 century engineers developed various forms of internal combustion engines. In the 

19
th

 century various forms of internal combustion engines were developed by engineers. 

 

1. Etienne Lenoir created the first internal combustion engine in 1860. 

2. Designers use engines in automobiles, locomotives, submarines, aircrafts, and others. 

3. We usually use gasoline, diesel oil or fuel oil in automobiles. 

4. A single combustion process causes two power strokes at the same time. 

5. The scientists have classified engines of two different cylinder arrangements as W-type engines. 

 

Task 13. Fill in the blanks to streamline the use of the Passive Voice. The words in brackets are given 

to help you. 

 

1. Yesterday this letter &. to our British partners (to send). 
2. The engines of a new type&. at Russian automobile plants next year (to produce). 

3. This type of engine & for new model of the car recently (to test). 
4. Every year the modern designs of the automobiles &. by the engineers and scientists at the 

international conferences (to discuss). 

5. Such common fuel as gasohol consisting of 90%gasoline and 10% alcohol also &. in IC 
engines (use). 

 

Task 14. Make up sentences according to the model to practice the use of the Passive Voice. 

 

Model: СB6D9@9AAO9 86<74F9?< 6AGFD9AA97B E7BD4A<O >?4EE<H<J<DGNFEO CB          
            D4;?<KAO@ C4D4@9FD4@.    

           Modern internal combustion engines are classified in a number of different types. 

 

1. � 42830B5;5 :0@1R@0B>@=>3> B8?0 A60B8S B>?;82>2>74CH=0S A<5AP ?>ABC?05B 2 F8;8=4@O 
8 ?>468305BAS A8AB5<>9 706830=8S.  

2. � B5E=8G5A:>9 ;8B5@0BC@5 A>2@5<5==O9 42830B5;P =07O20RB 15=78=>2O< 42830B5;5<, 
G5BO@5EB0:B=O< 42830B5;5<, ?>@H=52O< 42830B5;5<, 42830B5;5< A BC@1>=03@520B5;5<,  
42830B5;5< A 8A:@>2O< 706830=85<, 42830B5;5< A V->1@07=O< @0A?>;>65=85< F8;8=4@>2, 
42830B5;5< A 25@E=8< @0A?>;>65=85< :;0?0=>2, 42830B5;5< A 2>4S=O< >E;0645=85<, 
42830B5;5< A @0A?@545;5==O< 2?@OA:>< B>?;820. 

3. � 42830B5;SE A =5?@S<O< 2?@OA:>< B>?;82> 2?@OA:8205BAS 2 >B45;P=CR 4>?>;=8B5;P=CR 
:0<5@C A3>@0=8S. 

4. � 15=78=>2OE 42830B5;SE A ?@S<O< 2?@OA:>< B>?;820 D>@AC=:8 @0A?>;>65=O 2 :0<5@0E 
A3>@0=8S1 8 B>?;82> 2?@OA:8205BAS =5?>A@54AB25==> 2 F8;8=4@O. 

5. � 42830B5;SE A @0A?@545;5==O< 2?@OA:>< B>?;820 B>?;82> ?>?0405B 2 :064O9 F8;8=4@ 
G5@57 2?CA:=O5 :;0?0=O. 

 

Task 15.Ask questions and use the words in italics in your answers. The fist words will help you. 
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1. The first internal combustion engine ran on coal gas.  

What fuel________________________________________________________? 

2. Etienne Lenoir created the first commercially successful internal combustion engine.  

Who_____________________________________________________________? 

3. A four-stroke cycle engine involves four piston movements over two engine revolutions for each 

cycle. 

How many______________________________________________________________? 

4. Power is delivered to a rotating output crankshaft by mechanical linkage with the pistons. 

What_____________________________________________________________? 

5. Oppose-cylinder engines are often called flat engines. 

How______________________________________________________________?  

 

Task 16. Make a summary of the text using the following phrases. 

 

1. The title of the text is&& . 
2. The text is about&.. The text deals with &. . 
3. The text covers such points as&.first&..second&..third&. . 
4. It should be underlined that&.. . 
5. In conclusion, I may say that&.. . 
6. To my mind&. . In my opinion&. . 

 

                           The Wankel Engine 

 

The most successful rotary engine is the Wankel engine. German engineer Felix Wankel first conceived 

his rotary engine in 1924 and finally received a patent for it in 1929. He worked through the 1940s to 

improve the design. Considerable effort went into designing rotary engines in the 1950s and 1960s. They 

were of particular interest because they were running smoothly and quitly, and because of the reliability 

resulting from their simplicity. The Company NSU, where Wankel worked at that time, then licensed the 

concept to companies around the world, which continued to improve the design. Among the 

manufacturers signing licensing the agreements to develop Wankel engines were the automobile 

companies of Europe, America, Japan, Russia, and other countries. 

The Wankel engine is a type of an internal combustion engine in which the four strokes of a typical Otto 

cycle occur in the space between a three-sided symmetric rotor and the inside of a housing. Its four-stroke 

cycle is generally generated in a space between the inside of an oval-like epitrochoid-shaped housing and 

a roughly triangular rotor. In the basic single-rotor Wankel engine, the oval-like epitrochoid-shaped 

housing surrounds a rotor which is triangular with bow-shaped flanks. It has a disk that looks like a 

triangle with bulging sides rotating inside a cylinder shaped like a figure eight with a thick waist. Intake 

and exhaust are through ports in the flat sides of the cylinder. The spaces between the sides of the disk 

and the walls of the cylinder form combustion pockets. During a single rotation of the disk, each pocket 

alternately grows smaller, then larger because of the contoured outline of the cylinder. This provides 

compression and expansion. The engine runs on a four-stroke cycle. The expansion phase of the Wankel 

cycle is much longer than that of the Otto cycle. 

The Wankel engines have some advantages. They are considered to be simpler and contain far fewer 

moving parts. For instance, they have no valves or complex valve trains. Moreover, since the rotor is 

geared directly to the output shaft, there is no need for connecting rods, a conventional crankshaft, 

crankshaft balance weights, etc. The elimination of these parts makes a Wankel engine not only much 

lighter, but it also completely eliminates the reciprocating mass of a piston engine with its internal strain 

and inherent vibration due to repeated acceleration and decelaration, producing not only a smoother flow 

of power but also the ability to produce more power by running at higher rpm. Though the Wankel engine 

has about 50% fewer parts and about a third the bulk and weight of a reciprocating engine, its main 

advantage is that advanced pollution control devices are easier to design for it than for the conventional 

piston engine. Besides, higher engine speeds are made possible by rotating instead of reciprocating 

motion, but this advantage is partially offset by the lack of torque at low speeds, leading to greater fuel 

consumption. Moreover, the shape of the Wankel combustion chamber and the turbulence induced by the 
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moving rotor prevent localized hot spots from forming, thereby allowing the use of fuel of very low 

octane number without preignition or detonation, a particular advantage for hydrogen cars. The simplicity 

of design and smaller size of the Wankel engine also allows for savings in construction costs, compared 

to piston engines of comparable power output. 

The Wankel engine has also some disadvantages. The design of the Wankel engine requires numerous 

sliding seals and a housing that is typically built as a sandwich of cast iron and aluminum pieces that 

expand and contract by different degrees when exposed to heating and cooling cycles in use. These 

elements led to a very high incidence of loss of sealing, both between the rotor and the housing and also 

between the various pieces making up the housing. Besides, the shape of the Wankel combustion 

chamber prevents preignition, it also leads to incomplete combustion of the air-fuel charge, with the 

remaining unburned hydrocarbons released into the exhaust. One more disadvantage of the Wankel 

engine is the difficulty of expanding the engine to more than two rotors. The complex shapes of the rotor, 

housing, and output shaft and the way they fit together requires that engines with more than two rotors 

use an output shaft made of several sections assembled during the assembly of the rest of the engine. 

While this technique has been used successfully in Wankel powered racing cars, it negates a great deal of 

the relative simplicity and lower cost of the Wankel engine construction. 

Because of their compact, lightweight design, Wankel rotary engines have been installed in a variety of 

vehicles and devices such as automobiles and racing cars, aircraft, go-karts, personal water craft, and 

auxillary power units. The simplicity of the Wankel makes it ideal for macro, mini, micro, and micromini 

engine designs. 

  

 

Task 17. Fill in the table. 

 

Infinitive Past Indefinite Participle II Participle I 

 decided   

to build    

  drawn  

to be    

   doing 

 saw   

to open    

  begun  

to grow    

 wanted   

to lit    

   stopping 

 

Task 18. Read and translate the text. 

The first trams. 

The very first tram was on the Swansea and Mumbles Railway in south Wales, UK; it was horse-

drawn at first, and later moved by steam and electric power. The Mumbles Railway Act was passed by 

the British Parliament in 1804, and the first passenger railway (similar to streetcars in the US some 30 

years later) started operating in 1807. The first streetcars, also known as horse cars in North America, 

were built in the United States and developed from city stagecoach lines and omnibus lines that picked 

up and dropped off passengers on a regular route without the need to be pre-hired. These trams were an 

animal railway, usually using teams of horses and sometimes mules to haul the cars, usually two as a 

team. Occasionally other animals were put to use, or humans in emergencies. 

The first streetcar line, developed by Irish-American John Stephenson, was the New York and 

Harlem Railroad's Fourth Avenue Line which ran along the Bowery and Fourth Avenue in New York 

City. Service began in 1832. It was followed in 1835 by New Orleans, Louisiana, which has the oldest 
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continuously operating street railway system in the world, according to the American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers. 

The first electric street tramway in Britain, the Blackpool Tramway, was opened on 29 September 

1885 using conduit collection along Blackpool Promenade. Since the closure of the Glasgow 

Corporation Tramways 1962, this has been the only first-generation operational tramway in the UK. 

Task 19. Write down all the numerals and dates from the text by words. 

 

1. __________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________ 

3. __________________________________________ 

4. __________________________________________ 

5. __________________________________________ 

6. __________________________________________ 

7. __________________________________________ 

 

Task 20. Find English equivalents in the text. 

 

1. R6=O9 'Q;PA _____________________________________________________ 

2. 70?@S65==0S ;>H04P<8 _____________________________________________ 

3. ?0@>20S 8 Q;5:B@8G5A:0S BS30 ________________________________________ 

4. =0G0;0 ACI5AB2>20=85 ______________________________________________ 

5. ?>AB>S==O9 <0@H@CB_______________________________________________ 

6. B0I8BP 70 A>1>9 <0H8=C (203>=) _____________________________________ 
7. ?@>BS=CBPAS 24>;P _________________________________________________ 

 

Task 21. Complete the sentences from the text. 

 

1. The very first tram was ___________at first, and later moved by 

_____________________________. 

2. The first streetcars were built ________________________ and also known as 

_____________________. 

3. Stagecoach lines and omnibus lines were ___________, usually using teams of  

_______________to haul ______________. 

4. According to the  _______________ New Orleans, Louisiana have the _________________in 

the world. 

5. Since 1962 the _________Tramway has been the only ________________. 

 

Task 22. Define Tense form of verbs. 

 

1. was passed 

2. started 

3. were built 

4. was followed 

5. has 

6. has been 

7. was opened 

 

Task 23. Make up a few questions on the topic. 

 

Task 24. Write a report on first trams in Irkutsk. 
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Task 25. Read and translate the statements, then point out advantages and disadvantages of using 

trams. 

 

Pros and cons of tram systems.  

 

1 Unlike buses, trams give off no exhaust emissions at point of use. Compared to 

motorbuses the noise of trams is generally perceived to be less disturbing. However, 

the use of solid axles with wheels fixed to them produces a characteristic loud, high 

frequency noise often referred to as a "squeal." 

 

2 Trams can cause speed reduction for other transport modes (buses, cars) when stops 

in the middle of the road do not have pedestrian refuges, as in such configurations 

other traffic cannot pass whilst passengers alight or board the tram. 

 

3 The trams' stops in the street are easily accessible   

4 They can use overhead wire set to be shared with trolleybuses (a three wire system).  

5 Tram infrastructure occupies urban space at ground-level, sometimes to the 

exclusion of other users, including cars. 

 

6 The opening of new tram and light rail systems has sometimes been accompanied by 

a marked increase in car accidents, as a result of drivers' unfamiliarity with the 

physics and geometry of trams.  

 

7 Trams can adapt to the number of passengers by adding more cars during rush hour 

(and removing them during off-peak hours). No additional driver is then required for 

the trip in comparison to buses. 

 

8 The capital cost is higher than for buses, even if a tramcar usually has a much higher 

lifetime than a bus. 

 

9 Trams can run on renewable electricity without the need for very expensive and short 

life batteries. 

 

10 In the event of a breakdown or accident, or even road works and maintenance, a 

whole section of the tram network can be blocked.  

 

11 Passenger comfort is normally superior to buses because of controlled acceleration 

and braking and curve easement. Rail transport such as used by trams provides a 

smoother ride than road use by buses. 

 

12 Because the tracks are visible, it is easy for potential riders to know where the routes 

are. 

 

13 Light rail vehicles are often heavier per passenger carried than heavy rail and 

monorail cars, as they are designed with higher durability (which means more mass) 

to survive collisions, since they cannot swerve to avoid oncoming objects in 

emergencies. 
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#@0:B8G5A:0S @01>B0 3. «�=AB@C<5=BO 8 <5@O 157>?0A=>AB8 ?@8 ?@>2545=88 @5<>=B=OE 
@01>B =0 02B><>18;P=>< B@0=A?>@B5». Tools and safety measures during repair work on road 

transport. 

 

Ц5?P: 87CG8BP ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 «�=AB@C<5=BO 8 <5@O 157>?0A=>AB8 ?@8 ?@>2545=88 
@5<>=B=OE @01>B =0 02B><>18;P=>< B@0=A?>@B5», ?>2B>@8BP 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <0B5@80;. 
СB45D64A85 D45BFO: B5:ABO 4;S GB5=8S ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8S =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
З444A85: ?@>G8B0BP, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABO, 2O?8A0BP 8 2OCG8BP =>2O5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FO, 
2O?>;=8BP @S4 ?@54;>65==OE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 

 

1. �7CG8B5 ;5:A8G5A:89 <0B5@80; ?> B5<5: 
 

TOOLS AND MEASURES OF SAFETY IN REPAIRING OF AUTOMOBILES 

 

 

Task 1. Read and translate the following text into Russian. Try to remember as much as you can. 

 

Safety rules 

 Don8t smoke while you8re working on your car 4 for obvious reasons! 

 Never work on your vehicle unless the parking brake is on, the gearshift is in Park or Neutral, and 

the engine is shut off.  

 Be sure that the parts of the engine you8re working on are cool so that you don8t get burned. If 
you8re doing a job that calls for a warm engine, be very careful. 

 Never jack a vehicle up unless the wheels are blocked.  

 Use insulated tools for electrical work. 

 Before using a wrench or ratchet on a part that8s 5stuck6. Pull on wrenches rather than push them 

whenever possible. 

 Take off your tie, scarf, rings, long necklaces, and other jewelry. If they get caught on parts, they 4 

and you 4 can be damaged. 

 Tie back long hair. If your hair accidentally gets caught in a moving fan or belt, you can literally be 

scalped. 

 If you8re working with toxic chemicals, such as coolant, cleaners, and the like, keep them away 

from your mouth and eyes. Wash your hands thoroughly after using them, and either store toxic 

chemicals safely away from pets and children. 
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 Know that gasoline is extremely dangerous. Not only because it is toxic and flammable, but the 

vapor in an empty can is explosive enough to take out a city block. If you must keep a small amount 

of gasoline on hand for a chain saw, always store it in a ventilated gasoline can designed 

specifically for that purpose.  

 Work in a well-ventilated area to avoid breathing in carbon monoxide if you have to run the engine, 

or breathing in toxic fumes from chemicals and gasoline. If possible, work outdoors. If you must 

work in your garage, be sure to keep the garage door open and move the vehicle as close to the door 

as possible. 

 Use a work light in dark areas.  

 Keep a fire extinguisher handy.  

 

Learn the following words by heart: 

work on the car 3 @01>B0BP A 02B> 
obvious reason 3 >G5284=0S ?@8G8=0 
parking brake 3 @CG=>9 B>@<>7 
gearshift is in Park or Neutral 3 ?5@540G0 2O:;RG5=0 8;8 2 =59B@0;P=>< ?>;>65=88 

the engine is shut off 3 42830B5;P 2O:;RG5= 

to get burned 3 >165GPAS  
jack 3 4><:@0B  
to jack a vehicle up 3 ?>4=SBP 02B> =0 4><:@0B  
insulated tools 3 8=AB@C<5=BO A =0456=>9 87>;SF859 

wrench 3 305G=O9 :;RG 
ratchet 3 B@5I>B:0  
parts that are 5stuck6 3 ?@8:8?52H85 45B0;8 

pull on 3 BS=CBP  
push 3 B>;:0BP  
necklace 3 >65@5;P5  
jewelry 3 C:@0H5=8S  
damage 3 ?>2@5645=85  
to get caught 3 ?>?040BP, 70AB@520BP  
fan 3 25=B8;SB>@  
belt 3 @5<5=P  
coolant 3 0=B8D@87  
cleaner 3 AB5:;>>G8AB8B5;P  
thoroughly 3 BI0B5;P=>  
store 3 E@0=8BP  
dangerous 3 >?0A=O9  
toxic 3 S4>28BO9  
flammable 3 >3=5>?0A=O9, ;53:>2>A?;0<5=SRI89AS 
can 3 :0=8AB@0  
vapour 3 ?0@  
empty 3 ?CAB>9  
explosive 3 27@O2G0BO9  

purpose 3 F5;P  
to avoid 3 871530BP  
breath in 3 24OE0BP  
carbon monoxide 3 C30@=O9 307 
fume 3 4O<  

fire extinguisher 3 >3=5BCH8B5;P  
 

Task 2. Answer the following questions: 

1. Why mustn8t you smoke while you are working on your car? 

2. Why should the parts of the engine you are working on be cool? 

3. What should you take off when working on your car? Why? 

4. What toxic chemicals do you know? What are the safety precautions when working with them? 
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5. Why is gasoline dangerous? 

6. What should we do in order not to breath in carbon monoxide when repairing you car?   

 

Task 3. Cross the word that doesn’t belong to the group. 
1. ring, tie, necklace, earring; 

2. ratchet, spanner, wrench, wheel; 

3. van, omnibus, plane, lorry 

4. coolant, cleaner, soap, thinner 

5. jack, engine, air filter, battery  

 

Task 4. Translate into English: 

�2830B5;P 2O:;RG5=, ?@8:8?52H85 45B0;8, 0=B8D@87, E@0=8BP, @01>B0BP A 02B>, >G5284=0S 
?@8G8=0, ?>4=SBP 02B> =0 4><:@0B, 305G=O9 :;RG, B>;:0BP, ?>2@5640BP, 25=B8;SB>@, @5<5=P, 
AB5:;>>G8AB8B5;P, ?5@540G0 =0 =59B@0;P=>< ?>;>65=88, :0=8AB@0, 871530BP, C30@=O9 307, 
>3=5BCH8B5;P, ;53:>2>A?;0<5=SRI89AS, S4>28BO9, 4><:@0B. 
 

Task 5. Find the equivalents to the verbs in the left column 

to avoid                                 1;>:8@>20BP                   
to understand                      8A?>;P7>20BP 
to be burned                         871530BP 
to jack up                             24OE0BP 
to block                                E@0=8BP 
to use                                   BS=CBP 
to pull on                              ?>=8<0BP 
to push                                 >165GPAS 
to keep away from               ?>4=8<0BP =0 4><:@0B 
to store                                 B>;:0BP 
to breath in                          15@5GP >B 
 

Task 6. Compose your own sentences using the words given in the ex. 5 

 

Task 7. Complete the following sentences: 

1. Never jack a vehicle up until the wheels are& 

2. If you must keep a small amount of gasoline on hand, always store it in& 

3. If you are working with toxic chemicals, such as &, keep them away from your mouth and eyes. 
4. Use & for electrical work. 
5. Never work on your vehicle unless& 

 

Task 8. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. �01;>:8@C9, ?>60;C9AB0, :>;5A0. 
2. �A;8 20< ?@8E>48BAS @01>B0BP A ?@>3@5BO< 42830B5;5<, 1C4PB5 >AB>@>6=O! 
3. �O <>65B5 >165GPAS. 
4. #>AB02P <0H8=C =0 @CG=>9 B>@<>7. 
5. !5 :C@8B5, :>340 @01>B05B5 A <0H8=>9. 
6. -B> 8=AB@C<5=BO A =0456=>9 87>;SF859? 
7. �5=78= >G5=P >?0A5=. 
8. $01>B09B5 2 E>@>H> 25=B8;8@C5<OE ?><5I5=8SE, GB>1O 871560BP 24OE0=8S C30@=>3> 3070.  
9. �A;8 20< ?@8E>48BAS @01>B0BP 2 30@065, >B:@>9B5 425@P. 
10. !5:>B>@O5 :0=8AB@O ?@54=07=0G5=O A?5F80;P=> 4;S E@0=5=8S 15=78=0.  
 

 

 

 

#@0:B8G5A:0S @01>B0 4. «"1>@C4>20=85 ?@8 >E@0=5 B@C40 =0 B@0=A?>@B5». Equipment for labor 

protection in transport. 
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Ц5?P: 87CG8BP ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 «"1>@C4>20=85 ?@8 >E@0=5 B@C40 =0 B@0=A?>@B5», ?>2B>@8BP 
3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <0B5@80;. 
СB45D64A85 D45BFO: B5:ABO 4;S GB5=8S ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8S =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
З444A85: ?@>G8B0BP, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABO, 2O?8A0BP 8 2OCG8BP =>2O5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FO, 
2O?>;=8BP @S4 ?@54;>65==OE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 

 

1. �7CG8B5 ;5:A8G5A:89 <0B5@80; ?> B5<5: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concept of transport safety 

 

The following terminology is used to assess transport risks, hazards and emergencies.  

Road accident - A road accident that results in the loss of life, serious bodily injury, damage to vehicles 

and equipment, or environmental damage.  

Road catastrophe are major accidents that cause numerous fatalities.  

The following concepts of transport security are distinguished:  

3 transport security: the state of protection of transport infrastructure facilities and vehicles from acts of 

illegal interference (activities), is an integral part of national security. 

 3 threat to transport security: a set of conditions and factors that threaten the vital interests of 

individuals, society, and the state in the field of transport. level of security: the degree of protection of 

the transport complex in accordance with the threats of illegal acts of interference.  

3 transport security zone: the object of transport infrastructure, its part (ground, underground, air, 

surface), the vehicle, on its part entry in accordance with the requirements of transport security, i.e. the 

passage of individuals (vehicles) and cargo, luggage, bags, to the movement of personal belongings or 

animals is a special regime.  

 compliance with transport safety: this is the implementation of the established requirements of 

individuals in transport infrastructure facilities or vehicles. 

 3 ensuring transport security: this is the implementation of legal, economic, organizational, and other 

measures consistent with the threat of acts of illegal interference by the state. The basic principles of 

road safety should be the following:  

3 continuity;  

3 observance of the balance of interests of an individual, society and the state; 

 3 mutual responsibility of an individual, society and the state in the field of transport safety; 

 3 Interaction of the subjects of transport infrastructure, state authorities, local authorities in the field of 

transport safety; inter-business cooperation in the field of transport security;  

3 integration with international safety systems;  

3 improvement of national standards systems in the area of transport safety;  

3 regulations, administrative and criminal liability for non-compliance with norms, rules and 

established by law, national standards and other normative legal acts in the field of transport security. 

Among the measures taken by the state to ensure road safety are the following:  

3 a system of legal, economic, organizational, and other measures in the field of transport; 

 3 systems of design, technical and technological solutions of a set of elements of the production 

environment and production processes of the transport complex;  

3 systems of work organization and preventive measures on labor protection, corresponding to threats 

of committing illegal actions in the sphere of transport. Requirements for technical means of transport 

security include:  
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3 alarm systems and means;  

3 means of access control, search, inspection (detection, detection, recognition of objects and 

substances prohibited or restricted to move into the security zone of transport);  

3 video surveillance, audio, and video recording;  

3 communication, notification, collection, processing, transmission, and protection of information;  

3 means and systems of detection (detection and identification of potentially dangerous people). 

Technical means of transport safety must be used to carry out technological processes stipulated by 

regulatory documents; Parameters of technological processes and elements of the production 

environment must be maintained at the level specified in regulatory documents. This work is carried 

out by means of timely scheduled and notified maintenance and repair. Technical means of ensuring 

road safety must be used in accordance with the following:  

3 according to health and safety standards, taking into account the control of the impact of means and 

systems of transport security on the personnel of transport security forces;  

3 by operational requirements and conditions. Technical means of transport safety must be certified in 

accordance with current national legislation. Depending on the threat level and taking into account the 

model characteristics of the intruder, requirements for the certification of technical means of transport 

security for each category of transport infrastructure object or vehicle must be defined. The functional 

properties, technical characteristics and composition of technical means of transport safety must 

comply with the category of transport infrastructure and/or vehicle, the level of threat to transport 

safety, the model of the offender must be taken into account and provide the ability to implement a 

road safety plan.  

 The list of road safety requirements should be divided as follows:  

a) by type of transport;  

b) for transport infrastructure facilities by types of transport at the stage of design and construction;  

c) for objects (buildings, structures, constructions), defined by the legislation on transport security, 

taking into account the level of security and belonging to the land adjacent to the objects of transport 

infrastructure in accordance with the current land legislation of Chile, not to the objects of transport 

infrastructure;  

d) according to the applicable national legislation or on the modes of transport for individuals going to 

or staying in the transport security zone. Signs of potential danger to people and signs of an act of 

illegal interference must be specified in the results of a sensitivity assessment of a transport 

infrastructure facility and/or vehicle. The road safety plan must include measures, forces, means, 

systems, methods, techniques, and rules to identify, detect and recognize signs of potential danger to 

people and illegal interference. The requirements for the protection of transport infrastructure against 

acts of illegal interference are as follows.  

1) in order to protect transport infrastructure facilities and vehicles, in accordance with current 

legislation, transport security units must have the right to receive, store and carry special vehicles and 

firearms.  

2) categories of employees of transport security units, who are entrusted with responsibilities for the 

protection of transport infrastructure facilities and vehicles against acts of illegal interference and who 

have the right to receive, store and carry special vehicles and firearms, are determined in accordance 

with the transport security plan.   

3) employees of transport security units, who have the right to receive, store and carry special means 

and firearms, in the performance of their official duties undergo periodic professional training and a 

medical examination in accordance with current legislation.  

4) the list of special means, forms, types, and models of service firearms, cartridges for them, as well as 

their provision with means of transport security are determined in accordance with the current 

legislation.  

5) Rules for the acquisition, storage, accounting, repair, and destruction of special means must be 

defined in accordance with the current national legislation.  

6) employees of transport security units, who have the right to receive, keep and carry special means 

and firearms, must undergo state fingerprint registration in compliance with the current legislation 

when performing their official duties. 

 

Answer the questions: 
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1. What constitutes a road accident according to the provided text, and what are its potential 

consequences? 

2. Define a road catastrophe as described in the text. How does it differ from a standard road accident? 

3. Explain the concept of transport security as outlined in the text. How is it related to national 

security? 

4. What factors contribute to the threat to transport security, and how is the level of security 

determined? 

5. Describe the concept of a transport security zone. What measures are taken within this zone to 

ensure safety? 

6. What does compliance with transport safety entail according to the text? How is it implemented in 

practice? 

7. How does the text suggest ensuring transport security? What measures are recommended at the legal, 

economic, and organizational levels? 

8. Discuss the basic principles of road safety highlighted in the text. How do they contribute to overall 

safety in transportation? 

9. Enumerate the measures taken by the state to ensure road safety, as mentioned in the text. How do 

these measures address potential risks and hazards? 

10. What are the requirements for technical means of transport security according to the text? How 

should these means be utilized to maximize safety? 

11. Explain the process of certification for technical means of transport security as outlined in the text. 

Why is it necessary? 

12. How should the list of road safety requirements be categorized according to the text? Provide 

examples for each category. 

13. What measures are included in a road safety plan, as suggested by the text? How do these measures 

help in identifying and addressing potential dangers? 

14. Describe the requirements for the protection of transport infrastructure against acts of illegal 

interference according to the text. What measures should be taken to ensure security? 

15. What are the responsibilities and qualifications of employees of transport security units, as outlined 

in the text? How are they regulated by national legislation? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#@0:B8G5A:0S @01>B0 5. «�=AB@C:F88 8 @C:>2>4AB20 ?@8 8A?>;P7>20=88 ?@81>@>2 B5E=8G5A:>3> 
>1>@C4>20=8S 02B><>18;S». Instructions and manuals for the use of vehicle technical equipment 

devices. 

 

 

Ц5?P: 87CG8BP ;5:A8:C ?> B5<5 «�=AB@C:F88 8 @C:>2>4AB20 ?@8 8A?>;P7>20=88 ?@81>@>2 
B5E=8G5A:>3> >1>@C4>20=8S 02B><>18;S», ?>2B>@8BP 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 <0B5@80;. 
СB45D64A85 D45BFO: B5:ABO 4;S GB5=8S ?> 40==>9 B5<5, C?@06=5=8S =0 CA2>5=85 8 
70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:>-3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> <0B5@80;0. 
З444A85: ?@>G8B0BP, ?5@525AB8 B5:ABO, 2O?8A0BP 8 2OCG8BP =>2O5 ;5:A8G5A:85 548=8FO, 
2O?>;=8BP @S4 ?@54;>65==OE C?@06=5=89 =0 70:@5?;5=85 ;5:A8:8 8 3@0<<0B8G5A:>3> 
<0B5@80;0. 

 

1. �7CG8B5 ;5:A8G5A:89 <0B5@80; ?> B5<5: 
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Task 1. Read and translate the following text into Russian. Try to remember as much as you can. 

 

How to Use a Jack Safely 

 

The most obvious reason to jack up a car is to change a tire, but other jobs such as inspecting 

brakes may also require you to get under the vehicle. (Even if you8re skinny enough to squeeze 

yourself between the pavement and the underside of your car, you still need room to move around and 

manipulate tools.)  

Before you attempt to jack up your vehicle, observe the following safety precautions: 

 Jacks are used only to get a vehicle off the ground. They should never be used to hold a 

vehicle in place. 

 You must use jack stands when you work underneath your vehicle. If you don8t, you run the 
risk of serious injury or even death. People have been crushed to death when vehicles that were 

improperly secured fell on them. 

 Never jack up a vehicle without blocking the wheels to keep it from rolling. Use bricks, 

wooden wedges, or metal wheel chocks to block the wheels at the opposite end of the car from the 

end that is to be raised. 

If you find yourself faced with the job of changing a tire and you have nothing with which to block 

the wheels, park near the curb with the wheels turned in. This may not keep you from getting hurt if the 

car rolls off the jack. 

 Never change a tire on a freeway or highway. Not only can you be seriously injured, but you can 

also fall prey to carjackers. Don’t exit the vehicle; instead use a cellphone to call road service or an 

automobile association. If you don8t have a cellphone, hang a white rag or a white piece of paper 

out of the driver8s side window and wait for the highway patrol to rescue you. 
Even if you hate cellphones, I recommend that you buy one and keep it in the vehicle for 

emergencies. You can find a very affordable model that just lets you call 911, road service, and those 

you8d want to notify in an emergency. It could save your life. 
 Always park a vehicle on level ground before you jack it up. If you get a flat tire on a hill and, 

park close to the curb, turn the wheels toward the curb, and block the downside wheels securely to 

prevent the car from rolling. 

These precautions won8t eliminate the risk of changing a tire on an incline. If you can8t get to level 
ground or wait for assistance, you change the tire at your own risk. 

 Be sure that your gearshift is in Park (or in First if you have a manual transmission) and that 

the parking brake is on before you jack up the vehicle. The only time you don8t need the parking 
brake on is when you have to be able to rotate a rear wheel or remove rear brake drums to inspect 

the brakes. In such a case, make sure that the front wheels are blocked securely. 

If you remove a wheel and begin to work without making sure that you jacked up the car and 

blocked it securely, the vehicle can do a lot of damage to itself 4 and to you 4 if it falls.  

 

Task 2. Learn the following words and word combinations by heart: 

to change a tire 3 A<5=8BP H8=C 
inspect brakes 3 >A<0B@820BP B>@<>70 
to get under the vehicle 3 701@0BPAS ?>4 <0H8=C 
squeeze 3 2B8A=CBPAS  
manipulate tools 3 >1@0I0BPAS A 8=AB@C<5=B0<8 

safety precautions 3 <5@8 ?@54>AB>@>6=>AB8 

to get the vehicle off the ground 3 ?>4=SBP <0H8=C 
to hold the vehicle  in place 3 C45@6820BP <0H8=C 
jack stands 3 :>;>4:8  

to run the risk 3 @8A:>20BP  
injury 3 @0=5=85  
secure 3 70:@5?;SBP  
to block the wheels 3 701;>:8@>20BP :>;5A0 
brick 3 :8@?8G  
wooden wedges 3 45@52S==O5 :;8=PS  
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metal wheel chocks 3 <5B0;;8G5A:85 :;8=PS 
curb 3 1>@4R@  
fall prey to carjackers 

road service 3 4>@>6=0S A;C610 
rescue 3 A?0A0BP  
highway patrol 3 4>@>6=O9 ?0B@C;P  
emergency 3 G@572OG09=0S A8BC0F8S 
level ground 3 @>2=0S 3>@87>=B0;P=0S ?>25@E=>ABP 
eliminate the risk 3 8A:;RG0BP @8A: 
gearshift 3 ?5@540G0  
manual transmission 3 @CG=0S ?5@540G0 
parking brake 3 @CG=>9 B>@<>7 
rear wheel 3 704=55 :>;5A> 
brake drums 3 B>@<>7=O5 (10@010=O, 1>G:8, F8;8=4@O) 
front wheels 3 ?5@54=85 :>;5A0 
 

Task 3. Answer the following questions: 

1. What is the most obvious reason to jack up the car? 

2. What must you use when you work underneath your vehicle? 

3. Is it necessary to block the wheels when jacking up vehicle? Why? 

4. What can you use to block the wheels? 

5. What can you use to block the wheels when you have nothing with you to do that? 

6. Why should you never change a tire on a freeway or a highway? 

7. What can you do if you don8t have the cellphone to ask for help? 
8. What should you do if you get a flat tire on a hill? 

9. When don8t you need the parking brake on? 
 

Task 4. Make the following sentences negative and interrogative. 

1. He wants to change a tire. 

2. I am going to block the wheels. 

3. He suggested that I should buy a new cellphone. 

4. They were asked to help with his car. 

5. We can park close to the club. 

 

Task 5. Match the following words and word combinations. 

to jack up                            tools 

to change                            a jack 

to inspect                            a rear wheel 

to require                        between the pavement and underside of the car 

to get under                       repairs 

to squeeze oneself             brakes 

to manipulate                   a tire 

to observe                         a vehicle 

to use                                the car 

to block                             safety precautions 

to rotate                            a jack 

 

Task 6. Make up your own sentences using the words and expressions in Task 13.  

 

Task 7. Translate into English: 

 5B0;;8G5A:85 :;8=PS, <5@O ?@54>AB>@>6=>AB8, 701@0BPAS ?>4 <0H8=C, A<5=8BP H8=C, 
701;>:8@>20BP :>;5A0, @CG=>9 B>@<>7, 704=55 :>;5A>, 70:@5?8BP, G@572OG09=0S A8BC0F8S, 
701;>:8@>20BP :>;5A0, 8A:;RG8BP @8A:, A?0A0BP, >1@0I0BPAS A 8=AB@C<5=B0<8, >A<0B@820BP 
B>@<>70, ?5@54=85 :>;5A0. 
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Task 8. Translate the words in the brackets into English: 

1. Use (:8@?8G8, 45@52S==O5 8 <5B0;;8G5A:85 :;8=PS) to block the wheels at the opposite end of the 

car from the end that is to be raised. 

2. Never (=5 <5=S9B5 H8=C) on a freeway or highway. 

3. Not only you (<>65B5 A5@P57=> ?>AB@040BP), but you can also fall prey to carjackers. 

4. Hang a white piece of paper (A 2>48B5;PA:>3> >:=0) and wait for (4>@>6=O9 ?0B@C;P) to rescue 

you. 

5. If you can8t get (@>2=CR ?>25@E=>ABP) or wait for (?><>IP) you change the tire at your own risk. 

 

Task 9. Translate the following sentences into English: 

1. �;S B>3> GB>1O ?><5=SBP H8=C =C6=> ?>4=SBP <0H8=C =0 4><:@0B. 
2. +B>1O >A<>B@5BP B>@<>70 =C6=> 701@0BPAS ?>4 <0H8=C. 
3. �><:@0BO 8A?>;P7CRBAS B>;P:> 4;S ?>4=SB8S <0H8=O. 
4. �01;>:8@C9B5 :>;5A0, GB>1 <0H8=0 =5 42830;0AP. 
5. !8:>340 =5 <5=S9B5 H8=C =0 H>AA5. 
6. �A;8 C 20A A?CAB8;0 H8=0 =0 A:;>=5, ?@8?0@:C9B5AP 2>7;5 1>@4R@0. 
 

 

 

Read and translate the following text into Russian.  

 

STEPS TO JACK UP THE VEHICLE 

 

1. If you’re going to remove a wheel to change a tire or check your brakes, remove the wheel 

cover or hubcap (if there is one) and loosen the lug nuts. 

2. Place the jack under the part of the vehicle that it should contact when raised. If you’re using 
jack stands, place them near the jack. 

Where you place your jack depends on whether you8re planning to do a one-wheel job, such as tire 

changing or brake checking, or a two-wheel, whole-end repair job. Many vehicles now have special flat 

spots on the underside specifically for jack placement. 

 Never place the jack so that the weight of the vehicle rests on something that can bend, break, or give. 

3. Lift the vehicle by using the jack. How you accomplish this depends on the type of jack you’re 
using (see Figure 1-1): 

• If you have a scissor jack, insert the rod or wrench over the knob, and then crank. 

• If you have a hydraulic jack, place the handle into the appropriate location and pump up and down.  

 

4. Place the jack stands under the vehicle, near where the jack is touching it (see Figure 1-2). 

Raise the stands until they’re high enough to just fit under, and lock them in place. Lower the 
jack until the vehicle is resting on the jack stands. 

Substituting boxes, stones, or bricks for jack stands is very dangerous. 

They can slip out or break while you8re under the car. A jack can do the same thing, so be sure to buy a 
pair of jack stands and stow them in the trunk if you8re traveling out of reach of help if you get a flat 
tire.  

 

5. Before you begin to work, wiggle the vehicle a little to make sure that it’s resting securely on 
the jack stands. Then remove the jack. 

6. When you’re finished working, replace the jack, remove the stands, and lower the vehicle to 
the ground. 

 

Task 18. Learn the following words by heart: 

 

remove a wheel 3 A=SBP (?><5=SBP) :>;5A> 
check the brakes 3 ?@>25@8BP B>@<>70  
wheel cover 3 ?>:@OH:0  
hub 3 ABC?8F0  
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hubcap 3 48A:  
lug nut 3 CH:>20S 309:0 
raise 3 ?>4=8<0BP  
place 3 @07<5I0BP  
depend on 3 7028A5BP >B 
one-wheel job 3 @01>B0 =04 >4=8< :>;5A>< 

whole-end repair job 3 :0?8B0;P=O9 @5<>=B 
weight 3 25A  
accomplish 3 2O?>;=SBP  
scissor jack 3 @><1>2O9 4><:@0B 
rod 3 1@CA  
knob 3 @C:>SB:0  
crank 3 2@0I0BP  
hydraulic jack 3 384@02;8G5A:89  

handle 3 @OG03  
appropriate location 3 =04;560I55 ?>;>65=85 
pump 3 :0G0BP, =068<0BP 
touch 3 :0A0BPAS  
enough 3 4>AB0B>G=>  
lower 3 >?CAB8BP  
substitute 3 70<5=SBP  
slip out 3 A>A:>;P7=CBP  
break 3 ;><0BP  
stow 3 @07<5I0BP  
trunk 3 10306=8:  
wiggle 3 B>;:0BP, H0B0BP 
to make sure  - C1548BPAS  
securely 3 =0456=>  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Changing a tire 

  

  

  

 jack 3 4><:@0B 
 parking brake 3 ?0@:. B>@<>7 
 tighten- 70BS3820BP 
 hub cap 3 :>;5A=O9 :>;?0: 
 lug nut 3 309:8 
 spare tire 3 70?0A=>5 :>;5A> 
 loosen 3 >A;018BP  
 lift - ?>4=8<0BP 
  

Task 1. Put these steps for changing a tire in the right order. 
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a) Lower the car to the ground fully and remove the jack. 

b) Apply the parking brake and put car into "Park" position. 

c) Tighten the nuts by your hand and the wrench. 

d) Lower the car using the jack. 

e) Place the jack under the frame near the tire that is going to be changed.  

f) Remove the hub cap and loosen the nuts by turning them counterclockwise  

with a wrench.  

g) Find a flat, stable and safe place to change your tire.  

h) Pump or crank the jack to lift the tire off the ground.  

i) Raise the jack until it lifts and supports the car 

j) Remove the tire and place the flat tire under the vehicle as a safety  

precaution. 

k) Place the spare tire on the hub properly and put on the lug nuts. 

l) Tighten the nuts as much as possible. 

m) Finish tightening the nuts and replace the hubcap. 

n) Put the old tire in your trunk and take it 

o) Remove the nuts completely. 

p) Place a heavy object such as rock, concrete, spare wheel in front of the front  

and back tires. 

 

Task 2. Match the words (1-5) with definitions (A-E). 

1- Jack 

2- Wrench 

3- Spare tire 

4- Tighten 

5- Nut 

A- a metal cap used to attach a wheel to a car 

B- a car device for raising heavy objects off the ground especially vehicles like  

cars and trucks 

C- to turn something so that it moves closer to another object 

D- also known as a spanner, a tool for holding and turning objects 

E- an extra tire kept for emergencies 

Task 3. Fill in the blanks with the correct words and phrases with the  

words. 

1 John used the to take off the hubcap. 

2 to lift the car, the jack. 

3 a &. is made of rubber. 
4 the lug nuts before you jack up the car. 

5 the tires so the car won't roll. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                              TEST 1 
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1) A structure of a vehicle provides a _____ for all 

necessary vehicle systems. 

a) location;          b)  number;          c) purpose; 

2) A motor car includes engine, chassis, and ______. 

a) suspension;       b) body;            c)  diesel; 

3) Transmission embraces ____, gearbox, propeller shaft, 

etc. 

      a)  frame;         b)  brakes;               c)  clutch; 

4) _____ systems are wheel steering and brake steering. 

       a)  Main;   b) Major;  c) Sufficient; 

5) Drive lines include ____ front and rear axles, etc.. 

      a) frame;         b) gearbox;           c)  clutch; 

6) Suspension involves ____, shock absorberts, and 

linkage. 

      a) propeller shaft;           b) sprigs;         c) capacity; 

7) For the RWD _____, the rear wheels act as the driving 

wheels. 

      a) space;              b) linkage;                c) layout; 

8) In the ____ layout each unit is accessible. 

a) RWD;                b) FWD;        c) 4WD; 

9) Relatively light vehicle systems and components are 

located in a lightweight ____ construction. 

      a)  sufficient;    b)  unitary;  c)  usual; 

10) The frameless arrangement provides a _____ light 

construction to the motor car. 

       a)  isolated;                 b) driving;            c) stiff; 

11) The power of the engine ____ through the transmission 

and drive lines. 

      a) is to be transmitted;                b)are to be transmitted;   

c) is to transmit; 

12) The main purpose of a motor car ____ comfortable 

accommodation for occupants 

      a) is to be provided;  b) provided;  c) is to provide; 

 

 

 

1. ______ 

 

2. ______ 

 

 

3. ______ 

 

4. ______ 

 

5. ______ 

 

 

6. ______ 

 

 

7. ______ 

 

8. ______ 

 

 

9. ______ 

 

 

10. ______ 

 

 

 

11. ______ 

 

 

12. ______ 
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                                            TEST 2 

 

1. An internal combustion (IC) engine is an engine in 

which ____ of the fuel takes place in a confined 

space. 

a) melting            b) combustion               c) cutting 

2. The first internal combustion engine ran on _____, 

but worked on a cycle of operations, which did not 

include compression of the gas before ignition. 

a) natural gas        b)petrol              c) coal gas 

3. The most significant distinction between modern 

internal combustion engines and the early designs is 

the use of ____ . 

a) pressure         b) ignition               c) compression 

4. A reciprocating engine has one or more cylinders in 

which pistons reciprocate _____. 

a) up and down           b) back and forth     c) left and right 

5. Basic design devids engines into reciprocating and 

____ ones. 

a) royal            b) round            c) rotary 

6. Reciprocating engines are classified on the base of 

position and number of ____. 

a) pistons          b) cylinders           c) crankshafts 

7.  A single-cylinder engine has one cylinder and piston 

connected to the _____. 

a) crankshaft       b) combustion chamber     c) rotor  

8. Opposed- cylinder engine has ____- banks of 

cylinders opposite to each other on a single 

crankshaft. 

a) two             b) three               c) four 

9. An opposed-piston engine has _____ pistons in each 

cylinder with the combustion chamber in the centr 

between the pistons. 

a) two           b) three            c) four 

10. A rotary engine is made of a large non-concentric 

rotor with a built-in ____, moving around a stationary 

block (stator). 

a) cylinder            b) crankshaft               c) gearwheel 

11. The first commercially successful internal combustion 

engine _____ by a Frenchman, Etienne Lenoir in 

1860. 

a) is created             b) was created              c)are created 

12. The combustion chamber ______ in the closed end of 

each cylinder. 

a) am located               b) are located          c) is located 

13. Power _____ to a rotating output crankshaft by 

mechanical linkage with the pistons in reciprocating 

engine. 

a) am delivered     b) is delivered          c) are delivered 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.--------- 

 

 

 

2.--------- 

 

 

 

3-------- 

 

 

4-------- 

 

 

5-------- 

 

 

6------- 

 

 

7------- 

 

 

 

8------- 

 

 

 

9------ 

 

 

 

10------- 

 

 

 

11.------- 

 

 

12-------- 

 

 

 

13_____- 

  

                                                                  Grammar tables. 
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to be 

 Simple Active \ 
 

Present Past Future 

(I) am 

(he, she, it) is 

(we, you, they) are 

was (54. G.) were (<=. +.) shall be (1-5 ;.) 
will be 

 

 to have 

 Simple Active  

Present Past Future 

have (got) 

has (got) 

 

had shall have 

will have 

 

 

%6B8A4я F45?8J4 @B84?PAOI 7?47B?B6 8 8I Q>6864?9AFB6 

 

 Present Past Future 

�>;65=AB2>20=
85 

I must meet him.   

I have to meet him. I had to meet him. I shall have to meet him. 

I am to meet him. I was to meet him. I8ll be to meet him. 
I should meet him.   

%?>A>1=>ABP 
8;8 
2>7<>6=>ABP 
A>25@H5=8S 
459AB28S 

He can help you. He could help you.  

He is able to help you. He was able to help 

you. 

He will be able to help you. 

$07@5H5=85 
8;8 

2>7<>6=>ABP 

I may use this device. I might use this 

device 

 

I am allowed to use the 

device. 

I was allowed to use 

the device. 

I shall be allowed to use the 

device. 
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Simple Active Tenses 

  

(>@<0 Present Simple Past Simple Future Simple 

'B25@48B5;P=0S My friends study 

French.  

He speaks English. 

My friends studied 

French at school. 

He spoke English at the 

conference. 

My friends will study French at 

the Institute. The teacher will 

speak about our English exam. 

�>?@>A8B5;P=0S Do your friends study 

French?  

 

Does he speak 

English? 

Did your friends study 

French at school?  

Did he speak English at 

the conference? 

Will your friends study French 

at the Institute?  

 

Will the teacher speak about 

our English exam? 

"B@8F0B5;P=0S 
 

My friends don't 

study French. 

 He doesn't speak 

English. 

My friends did not study 

French.  

He didn't speak English 

at the conference. 

My friends won't study French 

at the Institute.  

The teacher won't speak about 

our English exam. 

 

 

 

Progressive Active Tenses  

(BD@4 

 
Present Progressive Past Progressive Future Progressive 

'F65D48F5?P
A4я 

The are having an 

English class. 

 

 

He is still writing an 

exercise. 

They were having an 

English class when I 

came to see them.  

He was writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock. 

They will be having an 

English class tomorrow at 9 

o'clock.  

 

He will be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow. 

�BCDBE8F5?PA
4я 

Are they having an 

English class? 

 

Is he still writing an 

exercise? 

Were they having an 

English class when I came 

to see them?  

 

Was he writing an exercise 

from 6 till 8 o'clock. 

Will they be having an 

English class tomorrow at 9 

o'clock?    

 

Will he be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow? 
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ОFD8F4F5?PA
4я 

They aren't having an 

English class, they are 

having a Russian class. 

 

He isn't writing an 

exercise, he is reading a 

book. 

They weren't having 

an English class when 1 

came to see them, they 

were having a Russian 

class.  

 

He wasn't writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock, he was reading a 

book. 

They will not be having 

an English class tomorrow at 

9 o'clock, they will be 

having a Russian class.  

 

He won't be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 o'clock 

tomorrow, he'll be reading a 

book. 

 

 

Perfect Active Tenses  

(>@<0 Present Perfect Past Perfect Future Perfect 

'B25@48B5;P=
0S 

I have sent the letter. I had already sent the 

letter by 6 o'clock 

yesterday. 

I shall have sent the letter by 

tomorrow evening. 

�>?@>A8B5;P=
0S 

Have you sent the letter? Had you sent the letter by 

6 o'clock yesterday? 

Will you have sent the letter 

by tomorrow evening? 

"B@8F0B5;P=0
S 

I have not sent the 

letter yet. 

I had not sent the letter 

by 6 o'clock yesterday. 

I shall not have sent the 

letter by tomorrow evening. 

 

 

 

Simple, Progressive, Perfect Tenses in Passive Voice 

 

 Simple Progressive Perfect 

 to be + Participle II to be + being + Participle II to have + been + Participle II 

 

The letter is  

translated 

The letter is being translated The letter has been translated 

Present Is the letter translated? Is the letter being translated? Has the letter been translated? 

 

The letter isn't translated The letter isn't being 

translated 

The letter hasn't been translated. 

Past The letter was translated The letter was being  

translated 

The letter had been translated 

 Was the letter  

translated? 

Was the letter being 

translated? 

Had the letter been translated? 
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 The letter wasn't translated. The letter wasn't being 

translated 

The letter hadn't been translated? 

Future The letter will be translated  The letter will have been 

 Will the letter be translated? He C?>B@51;SRBAS. Will the letter have been translated? 

 The letter won't be translated  The letter won't have been 

translated. 

 

%FDG>FGD4 EC9J84?PAOI 6BCDBEB6  

�>?@>A8-

B5;P=O5 
A;>20 

�A?><>30B5;P-
=O9 3;03>; 

#>4;560I55 8 
>?@545;5=85 : 
=5<C 

%<OA;>2>9 
3;03>; 2 D>@<5 
8=D8=8B820 

�@C385 G;5=O 
?@54;>65=8S 

What Where 

When 

do  

did 

will 

you  

he  

your sister 

do 

go  

return 

in the evening?  

yesterday? 

 home? 

 

 

&45?8J4 CDB876B8AOI E?B6 BF some, any, no, every 

 

 5AB>8<5=8S + thing +body, one +where '?>B@51;5=85 

some 

A9>BFBDO= 

>4>B=-FB 

>4>B=-A<5G8P 

A9E>B?P>B 

something KFB-FB, 
 KFB-A<5G8P 

somebody 

someone 

>FB-FB 

>FB-A<5G8P 

somewhere 789-

FB, >G84-FB, 
789-A<5G8P, 
 >G84-A<5G8P 

2 CB25@4. . ?@54;. 

any 

1 )6EO><= ?N5B= 
2)>4>B=-A<5G8P 

anything 

1 )6EP  
2)KFB-FB 3)KFB-

A<5G8P 

anybody 

anyone 

1)6EO><=,  2)>FB-

FB, >FB-A<5G8P 

anywhere 

1)69;89,  

2)789-A<5G8P, 
>G84-A<8G8P 

1)2 CB25@4. 2)2 
2>?@>A8B, ?@54;. 

no, not any 

A<>4>B= + A9 

nothing (not 

anything) A<KFB 

+ A9 A<K97B 

nobody (not 

anybody), no one 

A<>FB + A9 

nowhere  

not anywhere 

A<789, 

A<>G84 + A9 

2 >B@8F0B. ?@54?. 

every 

6EO><=,  
>4:8O= 

everything 

6EP 

everybody 

everyone 

6E9 

everywhere 

69;89, CB6EN8G 

2 CB25@4., 
2>?@>A8B, 8 
>B@8F0B. ?@54;. 

 

%?B6BB5D47B64F9?PAO9 4HH8>EO 
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%CI5AB28B5;P=O5 
- ion / - sion /-tion 

- er / -or 

-ing 

-ment 

-ty / -ity 

-ance / -ence 

-ness 

-ure / -ture 

 

- discussion, transmission, 

combination 

- writer, inspector 

- opening 

- development 

- activity 

- importance, difference 

- darkness 

  - mixture 

#@8;030B5;P=O5 
-ic 

-ive  

-able / -ible 

-ant / -ent 

-ous 

-al 

-ful 

-less 

-un / -in / -ir / -il / -im 

 

- democratic 

- progressive 

- valuable, accessible 

-resistant, different 

- dangerous 

- central 

- hopeful 

- hopeless 

- uncomfortable, indirect, irregular, 

illogical, impossible 

�;03>; 
-ize 

re- 

 

- to characterize 

- to rewrite 
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Irregular verbs. 

 

Infinitive Past Participle II Translation 

arise arose arisen 2>7=8:0BP 

awake awoke awaked 1C48BP, ?@>A=CBPAS 
be was, were been 1OBP 

bear bore born =>A8BP, @>48BP 
beat beat beaten 18BP 

become became become AB0BP 
begin began begun =0G0BP 
bend bent bent A>3=CBPAS 
bind bound bound A2S70BP 
bite bit bitten :CA0BP 
blow blew blown 4CBP 
break broke broken ;><0BP 
bring brought brought ?@8=>A8BP 
build built built AB@>8BP 
burst burst burst @07@078BPAS, 27>@20BPAS 
buy bought bought ?>:C?0BP 

catch caught caught ;>28BP, ?>9<0BP 
choose chose chosen 2O18@0BP  

cut cut cut @570BP 
deal dealt dealt 8<5BP 45;> 

dream  dreamt dreamt <5GB0BP 
do did done 45;0BP 

draw drew drawn B0I8BP, @8A>20BP 
drink drank drunk ?8BP 
drive drove driven 5E0BP 
eat ate  eaten 5ABP, :CH0BP 

hear heard heard A;CH0BP 
hit hit hit C40@8BP, ?>?0ABP 
hold held held 45@60BP 
hurt hurt hurt ?@8G8=SBP 1>;P 

know knew known 7=0BP 
keep kept kept 45@60BP 
lay laid laid :;0ABP, ?>;>68BP 
lead laid laid 25AB8 
leap leapt/leaped leapt/leaped ?@O30BP 
leave left left >AB02;SBP 
lend lent lent >4>;68BP 
let let let ?CAB8BP, 40BP 
lie lay lain ;560BP 

lose lost lost B5@SBP 
make made made 45;0BP 
meet met met 2AB@5G0BP 
pay paid paid ?;0B8BP 
put put put :;0ABP 
read read read G8B0BP 
ride rode ridden 5748BP 25@E>< 

ring rang rung 72>=8BP 
rise rose risen ?>4=8<0BP 
run ran run 1560BP 
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say said said 3>2>@8BP, A:070BP 
see saw seen 2845BP 
sell sold sold ?@>4020BP 
send sent sent ?>A;0BP 
set set set CAB0=02;820BP 

shake shook shaken B@SAB8 
shine shone shone A25B8BP, A8SBP 
shoot shot shot AB@5;SBP 
show showed shown/showed ?>:07O20BP 
sing sang sung ?5BP 
sink sank sunk >?CA:0BPAS 
sit sat sat A845BP 

sleep slept slept A?0BP 
slide slid slid A:>;P78BP 
speak spoke spoken 3>2>@8BP 
spend spent spent B@0B8BP 
steal stole stolen C:@0ABP 
stick stuck stuck 2B>;:=CBP 
strike struck struck/stricken C40@SBP, 10AB>20BP 
swear swore sworn :;SABPAS 
swim swam swum ?;020BP 
take took taken 1@0BP 
teach taught taught CG8BP 
tell told told 3>2>@8BP 

think thought thought 4C<0BP 
throw threw thrown 1@>A8BP 
wake woke woken ?@>AO?0BPAS, 1C48BP 
wear wore worn =>A8BP 
weep wept wept ?;0:0BP 
win won won 2O83@O20BP 
wind wound wound 702>48BP 
write wrote written ?8A0BP 
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ОEAB6A4я ?8F5D4FGD4:  
�D0=0AP520 ".�.  �=3;89A:89 S7O: : 11 :;0AA: 107>2O9 C@>25=P / ".�.�D0=0AP520, �.�. 8E5520, 
�. .�0@0=>20. 3 8-5 874., AB5@5>B8?. 3  .: #@>A25I5=85, 2023. 3 199, [1} c.: 8;. 3 (Rainbow 

English) 30 HF + Э�С ЗA4A8G@  

ДBCB?A8F5?PA4я ?8F5D4FGD4: 
�8B28=A:0S %.%. �=3;89A:89 S7O: 4;S B5E=8G5A:8E A?5F80;P=>AB59: CG51=>5 ?>A>185 / 
%.%.�8B28=A:0S. 3  >A:20: �!($�- , 2023 3 252 A. 3 (%@54=55 ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=>5 >1@07>20=85) 
Э�С ЗA4A8G@ 
,0@8520�.&. �=3;89A:89 S7O:: B@0=A?>@B=O5 A@54AB20, AB@>8B5;P=O5 8 4>@>6=O5 <0H8=O (En

glish. Transport. Road construction machinery) : CG51=>5 ?>A>185 / �.&. ,0@8520. 4  >A:20: 
�!($�- , 2024. 4 160 A. 4 (%@54=55 ?@>D5AA8>=0;P=>5 >1@07>20=85) Э�С ЗA4A8G@ 
 

                     

 

 

 

                                


